


Drug Doses - Clinical Response

The prescriber → must understand how Drug- receptor interaction
↳To make rational therapeutic decisions

Underlie : -
I 2

Nature + Cause of variation in pharmacologic responsiveness

⇐
> 2 patients → take same dose of drug → 1 patient

2 patient
"s

in 10min

in an ahour

Clinical implications of selectivity of drug action

> Higher selectivity → less side effects - good therapeutic

Dose Perfect

The relation between Dose + Response in patients 8- amount → response

Relations

$7.9B

1 Graded doses ( individual ) 2 Quanta dose ( population )

Response→ Graded effect Response → All -yes - NO

gradual LexContinuous

Inflection : pneumoniaf.ex
Drug : anti -biotic

01st § Is 9 0£ & qÑg1 ↳ ✓ →
yes£1S @ ↳ Ñés slot's g. g NO

Healingbaseline 8250g → one dose 8230g
insulin e many doses : 180g



Graded - Dose
increase# increase FAA

pharmacologic effect depends
Magnitude of drug response on→ Drug concentration (Dose) at receptor

site

Determined by : - 1 Dose of drug g

2 factors characteristics of the drug pharmacokinetics profile
I rate f, of £

absorption distribution metabolism

Intistine - stomach - t.ws fat- blood - All body

Graded dose-Response Carve : - graph
- General shape :- Rectangular hyperbola
- Use 8- plotting

+
magnitude of response T

Concentration - doses of drug P

• It's determined 2 properties : -

(high potency - higher Iffinety - low dose)
Potency Efficacy

A measure of 8 The ability of drug to

the amount of drug elicit a response to receptor

necessary to produce an effect ( no amount headed)
☐effinition of given magnitude

-

(ecessary magnitude)- lower drug amount

Effected T Receptor concentration -Density
? Number of drug- receptor complex

by T Efficiency : stimulation response mechanism
T Affinity : strength of interaction - binding ? Efficiency of the coupling receptor
ligand-receptor activation to cellular response
T Efficacy metabolism spread is varies



Potency Efficacy

Concentration of drug -Maximum efficacy 8-Explain produce an effect that is All receptors are occupied
50 percent of maximum used by drugs

to determine potency No increase in response 8-

if more drugs are added
E-Cso

- The hight of maximal response
use to → measure

maximal efficacy
of agonist drug

Used to Compare efficacy of
similar acting agonists

Example

→ Curve shift to lift
→ more potent
→ smaller EC so

more

µ.⇐a,, , ,u , , ago.,, ,
benificial→ A drug great efficacy- than more potent



Drug concentration# Receptor binding

occupancy

Quantitative relationship

Drug + Receptor Drug- receptor complex → Biologic effect

[ free drug] IBB 8 Ratio of [Binding receptor to Total receptors]

Approach Unity
Bound→Total receptors in ↳ I

, s so ↳ tosi I
-8 61

£ Determine it

→
P Ka → t, Affinety → t interaction



Types of antagonists

1 Chemical Antagonists 8- 2 physiological Antagonists : -

Definition → Compined with agonist + Definition → It's agonist in same tissue

inactivates it way from Act by mechanisms - Receptor
Receptor - Tissue different from specific agonist

Examples→ Quickly reverse it's action

Alkaline anti - acids : Nuetralize HCl in stomach

Examples→of peptic ulcer

Protamine ( base ) : Nuetralize anti - coagulant

Heparin in plasma Adrenaline 8 IM taking
chelating agents : Binding with quick acting as antagonist

higher affenitiy to Histamine > Released from

heavey metals mast cells - basophile

E lead- mercury - arsenic ) in plasma - tissue In Anaphylactic shock

preventing their tissue toxicity
i. ¥

"""

same receptor - Drug
q

Different receptor- Endogenous ligandG-
similarity in chemical structure

to agonist

3 pharmacological antagonist :-
active

full partiallyDefinition → The Antagonist is high affinity to the receptor To
The Antagonist has No efficacy - intrinsic activity of drug determine

If their no agonist → The antagonist has no affect

If their agonist fÉ Decrease the effect of agonist

1) Blocking drug ability to bind to receptor

2) Blocking drug ability to activate receptor



potency Efficacy site of GraphAntagonists receptor

same site Ionic bond
Decrease of agonist Shi

Competitive Constant The Emax canreceptor %
.

" right

reversible increase f, restored # increase

Ecso because of it 's

semi / arity structure ☐ r curve PG.ntagonisf-psh.io"
right

no Covelentbond

shift same strong bindingor

non - competitive site dissociate very
irreversible Constant Decrease of sloweiy

Same response curve

constant agon shift slightly right
reason

E-Cso receptor t[Antagonist]
d- maximal response [

Éma× Can't restord

yy
,g,n

,

remain, anime receptor,

non-competitive Constant site Content bond
e-

Allosteric Decrease of sameconstant
receptor

CnhacmeÉffet Content bond

Increase T bind of agonist
- Constant site with receptor

decrease of same
C-Cso receptor

•%E
located

Uncompetitive Constant Decrease Different more distally
receptor in the effector

mechanism
&É

Dose-response

curve

=

noncompetitive irreversible



Competitive reversible :

)→ Up-regulation

Non - Competitive Allosteric Enhancement :



Receptor regulation

UP- regulation Down-regulation
( Tolerance)

use of Antagonists P use of Agonist

number -affinity of specific receptors £ number - effinify of specific receptor
( prolonged use of agonist)

( super sensitivity) ±

reafson Days - Weaks

✗

Decrease in respond to agonist
1) prolonged used of Antagonist
I

Tlack binding receptors to agonist o restore intensity of response
for long period I

f. Ex Increase dose of agonist
Using of Atrophine (sympathetic)

Abolishing of parasympathetic stimulation
sb !

2) Disease 8-
+ Ex

Hyperthyroidism :

1) excess thyriod It
in

2) proliferation B- adrenergic receptors ( heart )
3) increase risk of cardiac arrythmia
from 1) Adrenaline

2) B- adrenocepfor
(agonist)

build new receptors b-



Tachyphylaxis 8- Rapidly developing tolerance

Not due to Down-regulation
Because of Repeated of use largedoses of direct agonist 8-
• short dose interval
- Continues IV infusion of agonist

✗ Due to

☐ esenization of receptors 8

→

change in receptor
lead to 8 phosphorylation of receptor
Result : Diminishes the ability of receptor ¥4 to G-protein

A-

jj

Depletion of intracellular stores of transmitters :

↳
Depletion of Noradrenaline in vesicles in sympathetic nerve ends
treason

Repeated use of indirect sympathomimetic amphetamine

Restore response 8-

↳ Agonist drug must be stopped for short time to 8-

1) Recovery receptors
2) Stores of transmitters



0 Different receptor of agonist →physcio

same receptor of agonist→ pharma . -/ chemical

0 physio - . -grist → Not a Drug


